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Nonperturbative corrections to the Kähler potential

T. Barreiro,* B. de Carlos,† and E. J. Copeland‡

Centre for Theoretical Physics, University of Sussex, Falmer, Brighton BN1 9QH, United Kingdom
~Received 7 January 1998; published 6 May 1998!

We present the results of a detailed investigation into the consequences of adding specific string motivated
non-perturbative corrections to the usual tree level Ka¨hler potential in dilaton dominated scenarios. The success
of the model is judged through our ability to obtain a realistic vacuum expectation value for the dilaton
^ReS&;2, corresponding to the true minima of the scalar potential and being associated with a reasonable
value for the supersymmetry breaking scale via the gravitino mass. The status of the so-called moduli problem
is also reviewed in each of theAnsätzestudied. Those include previous proposals made in the context of both
the chiral and the linear multiplet formalisms to describe gaugino condensation, and a newAnsatzwhich shows
explicitly the equivalence between the two.
@S0556-2821~98!01512-4#

PACS number~s!: 04.65.1e, 11.25.Mj, 11.30.Pb
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are a number of pressing issues that any st
based scenario of supersymmetry~SUSY! breaking needs to
address. They include the stabilization of the dilaton with
acceptable phenomenological value as it has Planck m
suppressed couplings with all the matter fields, the stabil
tion of the moduli fields as they determine the size of
extra dimensions, the successful breaking of supersymm
at low energies and the notoriously difficult cosmologic
constant problem. In many ways, these issues are relate
each other. If the dilaton field is stabilized with anythin
other than zero potential energy associated with it then th
exists a residual cosmological constant. Over the past
years as interest in string phenomenology has exploded t
has been much progress made in addressing these issu
particular in the context of gaugino condensation as
source of SUSY breaking@1#; but it is fair to say, no totally
satisfactory resolution has yet been obtained. However a
steps forward have been made and it is possible to desc
hierarchical SUSY breaking and a non-trivial potentialV(S)
for the dilatonS ~recall ReS;ggut

22) @2#. With two hidden
condensates and the presence of hidden matter it was
sible for the dilaton to dynamically acquire a reasona
vacuum expectation value~VEV! (ReS;2), with SUSY be-
ing broken at the correct scalem3/2;1 TeV, wherem3/2 is
the gravitino mass. Unfortunately the dilaton was always s
bilized leaving a negative cosmological constant@3#. More-
over, the potential barrier which defined the minima w
extremely small on the weak coupling side of the field, lea
ing to potential problems associated with stabilizing the fi
in the context of cosmology@4#.

More recently the issue of stabilizing the dilaton and
relation to gaugino condensation has been considered in
light of alternative approaches@5#. Also, Casas@6# and Bin-
étruy and collaborators@7,8# have investigated possibl
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string induced non-perturbative corrections that the Ka¨hler
potential is likely to experience. Specific forms for these c
rections were also introduced, motivated from string cons
erations@9#. An important feature that emerged was that
became possible to obtain a minimum of the potential at
realistic valueS;2 with just one condensate.

In this paper, we examine in far greater detail than h
previously been undertaken the predictions arising out
these non-perturbative corrections. In Sec. II we introdu
the analysis of the one condensate model and describe
types of non-perturbative corrections introduced by Ca
@6#. We then describe the various constraints imposed on
model, hence on the available parameters by deman
physically sensible values for^S0&, m3/2 andV(S0)50 at
the minimum. It turns out to be nontrivial obtaining all thre
conditions together, and in the cases where it can be d
the price that is paid is a very low potential barrier for t
dilaton to overcome and large values of the parameters.
manding the dilaton is properly stabilized at a reasona
value generally causes the gravitino mass to become un
istically large. However, the moduli problem could be solv
by this mechanism. The dilaton mass turns out to be
versely proportional toK9, the second derivative of the
Kähler potential, which approaches zero at the minimum
the potential. Hence the mass becomes large compared t
gravitino mass. In Sec. III we relate our results with tho
obtained by Bine´truy, Gaillard and Wu@7,8# who also inves-
tigate non-perturbative corrections but based on the lin
multiplet formalism. The comparisons are very encouragi
they demonstrate the equivalence of the two approache
that it is possible to relate the potentials in the two cases
particular we show that the results in@7,8# correspond to
those in@6# over a particular range of parameters. We co
clude in Sec. IV.

II. THE CHIRAL MULTIPLET FORMALISM

The scalar potential in anyN51 supergravity~SUGRA!
model is given by
7354 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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V5eKuWu2F S Ki1
Wi

W D ~Ki
j !21S K j1

W̄j

W̄
D 23G ~1!

whereK is the Kähler potential,W is the superpotential an
the subindicesi , j represent derivatives of these two fun
tions with respect to the different fields.

We are going to concentrate on models of SUSY break
via gaugino condensation@1#. These have been extensive
studied in the literature, and we know that the form of t
superpotential for one condensate must be

W~S,T!5Ce2aS/h6~T! ~2!

where a58p2/N, C52N/(32p2e) if the hidden sector
group is SU~N! with no matter fields. Theh26(T) depen-
dence ensures the correct transformation ofW under the
SL(2,Z) target space modular symmetry. For this super
tential Eq. ~2! and the standard tree level Ka¨hler potential
K0(T)523log(T1T̄) it has been shown that the scalar p
tential in Eq.~1! settles to a minimum atT51.2 @10,3# and
all others values related to this by the above-mentio
modular symmetry. Therefore we shall assume such a v
for T in the rest of this paper and concentrate on studying
the S dependence of the scalar potential. In practice t
means that we are nearly in a dilaton-dominated regime@11#,
wherei 5S, j 5S̄ in Eq. ~1!, and then the scalar potentia
reduces to1:

V5eKUCe2aS

h6~T!
U2F uKS2au2

KS̄
S 23G . ~3!

We want to perform a full analysis of what the behav
of this potential is when the Ka¨hler potential receives string
non-perturbative corrections. This issue has been sugge
in the literature and, moreover, it is not unreasonable to
lieve that these corrections can be sizable and of the f
g2pe2b/g, whereg is the string coupling constant@9#. Note
that this functional form vanishes in the weak coupling lim
(g→0, i.e., ReS→`), where we believe perturbation theo
to work, whereas they can indeed be important in magnit
around the region where we expect the dilaton to be st
lized (ReS;2 in Planck units! and therefore can play a ver
important role in the whole process of SUSY breaking.

We shall adopt from now on the parametrization of R
@6#, which was motivated by the exponential dependence
the Kähler potentialK in the scalar potential Eq.~1!. Namely
we shall study the following two cases:

K~ReS!5K0~ReS!1Knp~ReS! ~4!

and

1Note that, strictly speaking, the term proportional to23 in Eq.

~3! should be modified to23(12u112(T1T̄)(1/h)(]h/]T)u2) in

order to include the contribution fromi 5T, j 5T̄ in Eq. ~1!.
However its numerical effect on the final result when this extra te
is evaluated at the minimum value ofT51.2 is negligible and,
moreover, it has no qualitative consequences in the minimiza
along theS direction.
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eK~ReS!5eK0~ReS!1eKnp~ReS! ~5!

with K052 log(2ReS) the usual tree level piece~we shall
neglect one-loop corrections as they are irrelevant for
discussion! and whereKnp in Eq. ~4!, andeKnp in Eq. ~5! are
the string non-perturbative corrections given by@9#

dg2pe2b/g5d~ReS!p/2e2bAReS ~6!

whered, p andb are constants and we imposeb.0 in order
for the correction to vanish in the weak coupling limit2 ~i.e.,
when ReS→`).

Our goal is to perform a full analysis of the parame
space determined by the three unknown constants,d, p and
b, in order to find under which conditions the scalar poten
will have a minimum at a realistic value for the dilato
(ReS;2 in Planck units!, with a reasonable gravitino mas
(m3/25M PeK/2uWu;1TeV) and, ideally, zero cosmologica
constant. For that purpose it is useful to realize that the p
ence of a second term in the Ka¨hler potential implies that for
some values of these parameters its second derivative
vanish. Notice that such a derivative is the factor that mu
plies the kinetic term forS in the SUGRA Lagrangian, and
therefore the requirement of having a physically meaning
dilaton imposesKS̄

S
.0 ~or, equivalently,K9.0, where a

prime denotes derivative with respect to ReS).
This constraint is shown in Fig. 1~a! for the case defined

by Eq. ~4!, where the conditionK950 for ReS52 repre-
sented by the solid lines determines the physically mean
ful region ~i.e. the hatched region! in the planep vs d, for
reasonable values of the latter; here we have takenb51 and
a typical gauge group, SU~5!, which basically ensures a rea
sonable gravitino mass at the minimum of the potential. U
fortunately it can be seen that a simultaneous solution to
conditionsV8(ReS52)50 ~dashed lines! and V(ReS52)
50 ~dotted lines! always lies within the unphysical region
At most we can have extrema which are compatible with
condition K950; these correspond to the examples
minima next to a singularity of the potential already me
tioned in Ref. @6#. Moreover, we have checked that it
possible to fine-tune the value ofd to a number of decima
figures so that the singularity reduces to a maximum,
height depending on the amount of fine-tuning we impo
However in all cases the value of the cosmological cons
is always positive and large.

There do exist solutions in which a minimum with ze
cosmological constant occurs within the physical region,
they correspond to very large values of the parametersd and
p(d;1032, p;2210). We have checked that thes
minima with zero cosmological constant can be found
more reasonable values of the parameters by changing
gauge group. For exampled;130, p;210 would corre-
spond to a case with SU~80! (b51) in the hidden sector
which, unfortunately, implies a very big gravitino mass.

Fixing p and changingb leads to the same kind of pictur
emerging as can be seen in Fig. 1~b!, where we have focused

n

2Notice that we do not impose any requirement on the sign op,
that is on the behavior of the non-perturbative correction at str
coupling.
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FIG. 1. ~a! Contour lines ofK950 ~solid lines!, V850 ~dashed lines! and V50 ~dotted lines! in the p vs d plane forb51, ReS
;2 and gauge group SU~5!. The hatched region corresponds to the requirementK9.0; ~b! Detail of a region withp523 andK9.0 in the
b vs d plane and gauge group SU~5!. As before the dashed lines indicate contours ofV850 and the dotted ones, contours ofV50.
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on the physically allowed region which admits a minimu
with zero cosmological constant ford;731072 and b
;118. It corresponds top523 and gauge group SU~5!, and
the corresponding gravitino mass is reasonable~;100 GeV!.
It is convenient to keep in mind this particular example as
shall come back to it in the next section. In general th
solutions are characterized by extremely large values od,
which make them look not too attractive. However we cou
always rewrite theAnsatzin a different way so thatd gets
redefined in terms of another constant which acquires t
reasonable values.

Turning to the second form forKnp , Eq. ~5!, the situation
is much more complicated from the point of view of obtai
ing an analytic solution to the conditionsV5V850 for a
reasonable value of ReS andK9.0. Therefore we are unabl
to produce plots analogous to Fig. 1. From Eq.~5! eK has to
be positive definite, consequently there is always a low
bound on the possible values ford. As before we find that
minima with positiveV0 are always associated with a sing
e
e

n

r

larity of the potential defined byK950. Analogously to the
case defined by Eq.~4!, we can fine-tune the value of th
parameters to reduce the singularity to a maximum, as sh
in Fig. 2. It is clear that, depending on the accuracy w
which we defined, the height of the barrier will change. Thi
is particularly relevant for the cosmological properties
these kind of potentials, which we shall discuss below. F
ure 2~a! corresponds to a situation in which both the VEV
the dilaton and the gravitino mass are reasonable~i.e.,;2.22
and;5 TeV, respectively!, whereas in~b! the minimum cor-
responds to a phenomenologically acceptable value for
dilaton (;1.4) with the gravitino mass too large (;1012

GeV! to give rise to a realistic spectrum at low energies.
As mentioned in the Introduction, we are interested

studying the shape of the dilaton potential in order to find
whether these non-perturbative corrections would allev
its steepness, which is one of the main problems pointed
in @4# to build a realistic model of inflation based on supe
strings. The answer to that question is again given by Fig
FIG. 2. Plot of the scalar potentialV vs ReS for one condensate andK given by Eq.~5!. The values of the different parameters are:~a!
p51.1, b51, and d55.7391 ~solid!, d55.739 ~dashed!, d55.73 ~dotted!. The gauge group is SU~6!. ~b! p51, b51.1, andd
510.3775. The gauge group is SU~11!.
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57 7357NONPERTURBATIVE CORRECTIONS TO THE KA¨ HLER . . .
There we can see that, as already mentioned in@4#, the big-
ger the gauge group is, the more favorable the situation
comes in order to trap the dilaton in its minimum when it
rolling down from the strong coupling regime. As a diffe
ence with@4# the cosmological constant is positive now a
also the presence of the singularity allows us to tune
height of the barrier to a certain extent. Figure 2~a! is analo-
gous to the several condensate case studied in@4# where the
steepness of the potential for small values ofS prevents the
dilaton from settling down at the minimum. However, Fi
2~b! shows a nice shape for the potential, which would ev
tually drag the dilaton to its minimum independently of t
initial conditions, but at the price of not having a success
phenomenology. Alternatively it is known that exponent
potentials allow the existence of scaling solutions of the c
responding scalar field@12#. We are currently exploring the
possibility that such a mechanism could stabilize the dila
in the context of inflation@13#.

However there is a second cosmological issue wh
might be solved in the context of non-perturbative corr
tions and it concerns the so-called moduli problem@14#. It is
well-known that the masses of the dilaton and moduli in
scenario of SUSY breaking in the context of superstrin
with zero cosmological constant are of the order of the gr
itino mass, and that causes potential problems given t
late decay; in general we can express the mass of the dil
as

mS
25

V9

K9
U

min

5
V0

M P
2

P

~K9!3
1m3/2

2 Q

~K9!3
, ~7!

whereV0 is the potential energy at the minimum, andP and
Q are given by

P5~K9!32K99K91~K-!2, ~8!

Q52~K9!2@~K822a!1K9#23@K-K9~K822a!

1K9K992~K-!2#, ~9!

wherea is defined after Eq.~2!. The crucial point here is to
recall that the minimum of the potential in our case lies ve
close to the point at whichK950. This means that the pres
ence of the (K9)21 factor ~which comes from the normaliza
tion of the kinetic term for theS field! induces an enhance
ment in the mass of several orders of magnitude.
example, in Fig. 2~a! mS;23107m3/2, with 1/K9;105,
whereas in Fig. 2~b!, mS;23105m3/2, with 1/K9;53103

~note that the contribution from the term proportional to t
cosmological constant is the dominant one!.

In conclusion, we have seen that it is possible to obt
solutions to some of the most interesting problems associ
to the phenomenology and cosmology of string-inspi
models with these naiveAnsätzefor non-perturbative correc
tions to the Ka¨hler potential. Therefore it is reasonable
think that more elaborate forms forKnp could lead to even
more promising results, and in this framework we proceed
study other proposals.
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III. THE LINEAR MULTIPLET FORMALISM

Having discussed in detail theAnsätzefor nonperturbative
corrections to the Ka¨hler potential outlined in@6#, let us turn
to analyze other proposals made in the context of the lin
multiplet formalism@7,8#. Following the results of Burges
et al. @15#, we know that both formulations, chiral and linea
must be equivalent and our task is to show it explicitly in th
context.

The Kähler potential in the linear multiplet formulation
can be expressed as

K5 log~ l !1g~ l !, ~10!

where l is the dilaton field, the lowest component of th
vector superfield which parametrizes the gaugino cond
sate. At tree level, and in the absence of nonperturba
corrections,g( l )50 in the expression above and, moreov
1/l 52ReS, recovering the usual tree-level Ka¨hler potential
in the chiral formulation. If we include non-perturbative co
rections then, as indicated in@8#, the relation betweenl andS
changes to

11 f ~ l !

l
52ReS ~11!

where f is related tog via

dg~ l !

dl
5

f ~ l !

l
2

d f~ l !

dl
~12!

and, from these two equations, we can split Eq.~10! in the
same form as Eq.~4!, with the non-perturbative part give
now by

Knp~ l !5 log@11 f ~ l !#1g~ l !, ~13!

which can be at least numerically expressed in terms ofS by
using Eq.~11!.

The procedure in Refs.@7,8#, once the formalism has bee
described, is to postulate anAnsatzfor f ( l ), in particular we
have considered~i! f ( l )5Ae2B/ l @7#, and ~ii ! f ( l )5(A0

1A1 /Al )e2B/Al @8#. The first thing to note is that, in order t
obtain an expression forKnp , we must first integrate Eq
~12! and, given~i! and ~ii !, the result is expressed as a
exponential-integral function,Ei(x), which always admits an
infinite series expansion.

We have reproduced exactly the results of Refs.@7,8# for
the shape of the potential and position of the minima in b
cases,~i! and ~ii !. Moreover, we obtain identical results b
numerically expressingl in terms ofS, through Eq.~11!, and
using thechiral formulation to calculate the scalar potenti
and its minimum. Both results totally agree proving, at le
numerically, the equivalence between both formulations. I
also interesting to note that the shape of these potentia
very much like the one shown in Fig. 2, including the scali
with the gauge group, with the difference that now it is po
sible to tune the cosmological constant to zero. So it loo
like two apparently different formulations andAnsätzewould
lead to potentials with analogous characteristics.
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FIG. 3. ~a! Plot of the Kähler potentialK vs ReS for one condensate with gauge groupE6 and two matter multiplets. The dashed lin
represents the originalAnsatz~i! from Ref. @7#, whereas the solid line is the result of using our approximation Eq.~15! for S052 andD
50.35.B;30000 is fixed by the condition of zero cosmological constant onceD has been specified;~b! Same as in~a!, but this time forKSS̄

vs ReS.
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Let us then analyze the form ofKnp in more detail. First
of all, Eq. ~13! can be written in terms ofS, and after some
algebra the result reduces to

Knp~ReS!5E
ReS

` f ~ReS8!

ReS8
d~ReS8!. ~14!

Again we do not have an analytic expression forf (ReS), but
even if we did, it still does not look clear what kind o
relation, if any, there could be between this and Eq.~6!.

Alternatively we can analyze the main features of t
Kähler potentials obtained in@7,8# and try to find an analytic
functional form which may reproduce them. For that purpo
it is useful to realize that the examples presented in@7,8#
share exactly the same properties, which are depicted in
3: the Kähler potential, shown in Fig. 3~a! has a ‘‘kink’’ at
the point at which the minimum develops, and its seco
derivative has a sharp maximum exactly at that point,
shown in Fig. 3~b!. This is exactly the opposite behavior
that of the examples in the previous section, where the m
mum in the potential was due toK950 near (ReS)min . It
also explains the mechanism to obtain a zero cosmolog
constant: by adjusting the height of this maximum, the 1/K9
term in Eq. ~3! can have precisely the right magnitude
cancel the23uWu2 term.

These two very distinctive characteristics can be rep
duced with the followingAnsatzin the chiral formalism:

Knp5
D

BAReS
log~11e2B~AReS2AS0!!, ~15!

that depends on three parameters,S0 , D, andB, the first of
which just determines the value of ReS at the minimum.
Therefore this description is effectively made in terms
only D andB, which are positive numbers.D.0 is imposed
to avoid cancellations inK9, and therefore singularities in th
scalar potential, andB.0 ensures the correct asymptotic b
e

ig.

d
s

i-

al
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f

havior in the weak coupling limit~i.e., Knp→0 when
ReS→`). From Figs. 3~a!, 3~b! we see that ourAnsatzEq.
~15!, represented by the solid lines, reproduces the main
tures of the non-perturbative corrections proposed in the
ear formulation. In particular, we are presenting here the
sults of the comparison withAnsatz~i!, but we have also
reproduced the main features of~ii !. Notice as well that the
numerical values ofD andB are chosen such as to guarant
a zero cosmological constant, as shown in Fig. 4~a!. In order
to compare with Eq.~6! it is useful to split Eq.~15! into two
different expressions, valid for ReS bigger/smaller thanS0.
We find

eKnp511
DeBAS0

B
~ReS!21/2e2BAReS, ReS.S0 ,

eKnp5e2D~AReS2AS0!/AReS, ReS,S0 . ~16!

Using the previous expressions we can rewriteeK

5eK01Knp aseK5eK01eK̃np, where now

eK̃np5
DeBAS0

2B
~ReS!23/2e2BAReS, ReS.S0 ,

eK̃np5
1

2ReS
@211e2D~AReS2AS0!/AReS#

;
e2D

2
~ReS!21eDAS0/AReS, ReS,S0 , ~17!

making explicit the resemblance of these expressions w
that of Eq. ~6! in the context of Eq.~5!. Note that, in the
weak coupling regime~i.e., ReS.S0), we can make the
identificationsd5DeBAS0/2B, p523 and B5b. In par-
ticular the size ofB required to reproduce the linear multiple
results makesd extremely large, and that corresponds p
cisely to the solution we found in the previous section with
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FIG. 4. ~a! Values of the B and D parameters~solid line! that give a zero cosmological constant with ourAnsatzEq. ~15!. The circle
corresponds to the numbers we use to reproduce the results in Ref.@7#; ~b! plot of the ratio between the dilaton and gravitino masses~solid
line! versus the parameterD using ourAnsatzEq. ~15!, with S052 andB fixed to give zero cosmological constant. The circle correspo
to the result of Ref.@7#.
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realistic minimum and zero cosmological constant@i.e., Fig.
1~b!#. Therefore we can conclude that the proposals for n
perturbative corrections to the Ka¨hler potential made in the
context of thechiral @6# and linear @7,8# multiplet formal-
isms essentially correspond to a same functional form ev
ated in different regions of parameter space. Let us st
once again that these results are obtained in a tree leve
proximation to the Ka¨hler potential, that is without the inclu
sion of Green-Schwarz terms and it would remain to be s
whether they hold once one-loop corrections are taken
account, which is clearly beyond the scope of this article

One final issue we should address in the context of
linear multiplet formalism is that of the dilaton mass. W
saw in the previous section that the vanishing ofK9 around
the minimum implies an enhancement of the dilaton m
with respect to the gravitino one due to the contribution
factors of 1/K9 to the former. Now we are dealing with
different situation asK9 has a maximum at the minimum o
the potential, therefore we would naively expect some s
pression ofmS with respect tom3/2.

However this is not true in general, as shown in Fig. 4~b!,
where we plot the ratio between the dilaton and gravit
masses, (mS /m3/2) versusD, with the correspondingB given
by Fig. 4~a!. Therefore, in Eq.~7! only the second term con
tributes, and the coefficientQ is totally dominated by the
fourth derivative of the Ka¨hler potential. So the dilaton mas
in these models is given by

mS
25m3/2

2 23K99

~K9!2
. ~18!

As we can see from Fig. 4~b!, the closerD is to zero, the
bigger the enhancement factor ofmS with respect tom3/2 is,
and it can amount to about three orders of magnitude.
circle represents the result when we use the originalAnsatz
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of Ref. @7#. We can obtain with ourAnsatzbigger values than
that, but it implies extremely large values forB, as can be
seen in Fig. 4~a!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed an exhaustive study of the effects
string motivated non-perturbative corrections to the Ka¨hler
potential on the phenomenology of superstring derived m
els. Using previous proposals made in the context of
chiral formulation of gaugino condensation@6# ~with the di-
laton as part of a chiral supermultiplet!, we have fully ana-
lyzed the parameter space which they define, and we h
shown that a minimum of the scalar potential with a reas
able value for the dilaton and zero cosmological constant
only be achieved for extremely unreasonable values o
least one of the parameters. On the other hand, reason
values for these give acceptable minima but with posit
cosmological constant. In any case, the shape of these po
tials does not look very promising as their steepness in
strong coupling regime would prevent the dilaton from s
tling down at its minimum. However we have shown that t
so-called moduli problem gets alleviated, at least in the d
ton sector.

Once we had fully explored these simpler proposals
turned to study the results obtained in the context of
linear multiplet formalism to describe gaugino condensati
We have shown that theAnsätze proposed so far in tha
context can be at least numerically reproduced using the
ral formalism and, moreover, we have proposed an exp
Ansatzwhich essentially reproduces in chiral language
main features of these non-peturbative corrections propo
in @7,8#. To a high degree of accuracy, thisAnsatzlooks very
similar to the one initially studied in the chiral formulation
and the corresponding values of the parameters that de
them seem to indicate that we are now describing the s
type of solutions previously found with zero cosmologic
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constant. We have shown that both formulations lead to
sentially identical results and, in particular, that the resu
obtained by@6# and @7,8# correspond to basically the sam
Ansatzevaluated in different regions of parameter spa
Moreover we are able to reproduce a large hierarchy betw
the dilaton and gravitino masses, opening up a promis
way of solving the usual cosmological problems associa
with string-inspired models.
.
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